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FTSE 100 hits an all-time high but this time it is not in a bubble

As you probably already know, the FTSE 100 broke through to new highs this month, finally ending the

15-year stretch in which its market value had effectively been “underwater”. However, the world is a very

different place today than it was in 1999 and the characteristics of the UK large-cap index are equally different.

At the end of 1999 the index stood at 6,665 index points and had a PE ratio of 27.55, meaning the total

earnings of those 100 companies was equivalent to 242 points (which can be converted into many billions of

pounds if you have the correct conversion rate). The dividend yield was 2.12% and so dividend income stood

at 141.3 points.

Of course a PE ratio of 27.55 is very high for an investment which can only reasonably be expected to grow

its earnings and dividends at something like inflation plus 2%. In the same way, a dividend yield of just over

2% is fairly anaemic if dividend growth is likely to beat inflation by a measly 2%. So why would anyone want

to own the FTSE 100 at such a high PE and with such a low yield? The answer is because investors at the time

were wildly optimistic about future growth, thanks to the relatively new marvel of the World Wide Web; but

they were also wildly wrong.

15 years later the picture has changed considerably. At 6,950 the same plodding large-cap index today has a

PE ratio of 17, which means its earnings are now equivalent to 409 index points, some 69% higher than they

were in 1999. The dividend yield today is a much healthier 3.4% as dividend payments have grown by 67% to

reach 235.6 points. So dividends today almost equal what the index was earning way back in 1999.

In essence the FTSE 100 has had to march into a massive valuation headwind. As earnings and dividends

continued to grow that growth was more than offset by falling valuation multiples as they reverted back

towards more normal levels. There have been peaks and troughs along the way, but given today’s far more

reasonable valuations it is almost inconceivable that the next 15 years will

look anything like as bad as the last 15.

The UK property market has had much the same fate since 2005, where

valuations reached equally ludicrous heights. However, that market has

yet to correct significantly and another “lost decade” could lay ahead.

John Kingham, 4th March 2015

“Investors who can commit their

money to an investment for 10 full

years do well when prices were low

relative to earnings at the

beginning of the 10 years and do

poorly when prices were high at the

beginning of the 10 years.” - Robert

Shiller, Irrational Exuberance, 2000

March 2015

UK Value Investor
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Despite the FTSE 100’s new high it is still “slightly cheap” using the definitions from the table above. CAPE is

still below its long-run average, which is somewhere in the mid-teens depending on whose data you use and

over what period (my estimate of CAPE’s long-run average and implied future average is 16).

So the market does not appear to be expensive which, if future earnings and dividend growth rates match

historic norms, means that future returns should be slightly above average over the medium to long-term.

However, the UK market may have something of a rough patch to get through first. One notable trend in

recent years has been the market’s declining earnings and increasing dividends. This is a situation which will

not continue forever. If earnings do not begin to reverse their decline sooner rather than later then aggregate

dividend growth will come to an end and may even turn negative.

If the market’s dividend does start to decline then this would probably undermine any rationale for the FTSE

100 breaking through the now tantalisingly close 7,000 barrier. It could also relegate the market to a few

more years in the now very well-worn 6,000 to 7,000 range. Let’s hope not.

Whatever the future may bring, I think sticking with a diverse group of 30 quality companies bought at

attractive valuations is a better idea than owning a random collection of 100 companies selected purely

because of their enormous size.

FTSE 100 valuation and projection

Range of

CAPE values

Estimated probability of
seeing this valuation

2015 FTSE 100

(currently at 6,950)
Description

2025 FTSE 100 (after 4%/yr
earnings growth)

Above 32 5% Above 17,000 Extremely Expensive Above 25,200

28 - 32 (e.g. yr 2000) 5% 14,900 - 17,000 Very Expensive 22,000 - 25,200

24 - 28 10% 12,700 - 14,900 Expensive 18,900 - 22,000

20 - 24 10% 10,600 - 12,700 Slightly Expensive 15,700 - 18,900

14 - 20 25% 7,400 - 10,600 Normal 11,000 - 15,700

12 - 14 10% 6,400 - 7,400 Slightly Cheap 9,400 - 11,000

10 - 12 10% 5,300 - 6,400 Cheap 7,900 - 9,400

8 - 10 (e.g. yr 2009) 10% 4,200 - 5,300 Very Cheap 6,300 - 7,900

Below 8 5% Below 4,200 Extremely Cheap Below 6,300

Valuing the market: Stock market valuations change over time but they tend to stay within a range that is centred around their

intrinsic value.  Investors can take advantage of this tendency as it implies that markets are more likely to go up when valuations

are far below intrinsic value and more likely to go down when far above.
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UKVI portfolio reviews

Note: I have made a slight change to the amount of income withdrawn from the income portfolio for 2014.

Originally all dividends were withdrawn plus all other cash returns including proceeds from selling shares of

spun-off companies and rights sold during rights issues. Instead, only dividends will be drawn down as the

other cash amounts are effectively a realisation of capital (like selling shares) and I only want to withdraw true

dividends. You can see this change on the income portfolio’s performance page.

Last month’s sell decision

On February 6th ICAP (IAP) was sold for 467p per share. This resulted in a 25.9% capital gain (after broker fees)

along with 18% from dividends. The annualised return was 14.9% over 2 years and 10 months. That’s well

above my ballpark target of 10% annualised, so on that basis I would call the investment a success. The total

number of shares sold was 450 from the accumulation portfolio and 4,500 from the income portfolio.

Accumulation portfolio review

After a relatively slow 2014 the accumulation portfolio and its FTSE All-Share benchmark have started 2015

with a bang. Both have increased in value to new highs, with the All-Share benchmark reaching £70,319 (up

7% year to date and breaking £70k for the first time) and the accumulation portfolio reaching £76,870 (up 9%

year to date). The biggest gainers were Serco (up 42%!) and Petrofac (up 27%) and the biggest losers were

Centrica (down 14%) and RSA (down 7%).

Balfour Beatty’s transformation program - “Build to Last”

After some disappointing results and a new CEO, Balfour has launched a program to get itself back in shape

again. The program is called “Build to Last” and has its initial goal is to get Balfour’s operations running at

industry-standard levels of performance, rather than their current sub-standard levels.

New CEOs at Standard Chartered and Morrisons

In the run-up to what is expected to be a disappointing set of results, Standard Chartered is replacing its

current CEO with ex-JPMorgan man Bill Winters. Another company having a tough time is Morrisons, which

has just announced that it will be replacing its current CEO with ex-Tesco man David Potts.

Income portfolio review

Total dividends for 2015 have reached £2,444 for the UKVI income portfolio, £3,498 for the investment trust

benchmark portfolio (consisting of Foreign and Colonial, City of London, Alliance Trust, Temple Bar and

Merchant’s Trust) and £3,474 for an imaginary CPI-linked 4% coupon “bond”. Because dividend income is

“lumpy” the year-to-date figures won’t be representative of the full year’s income until much later in the year.

Reviewing your portfolio:  In order to keep a portfolio on track it’s important to take time to review its performance against a

relevant benchmark.  There may also have been events during the month where action is be required, such as new annual or interim

reports which need reviewing, or dealing with corporate actions such as mergers, acquisitions or rights issues.

“I’ve always told people I have no idea what the market’s going to do or when returns will appear in

the portfolio. I don’t think either of those is predictable. The best we can do today is to focus on

companies with balance sheets to weather a credit-constrained world, business models that will be

around for years to come, and valuations that are cheap enough to make the wait for recovery

worthwhile. That’s what we can control - the rest of it takes care of itself.”

- Andrew Jones, North Star Partners
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£50,000 accumulation portfolio - Performance review

UK Revenue 48.2% International Revenue 51.8%

Note that the “average investor” and “bad investor” under-perform the market by 3% and 6% per year respectively due to

overtrading, buying high and selling low.  These figures are based on research cited by Barclays and the book, Monkey with a Pin.

Cyclical Sectors 48.0% Defensive Sectors 52.0%

Performance
UKVI Accumulation

Portfolio (A)
FTSE All-Share Tracker

Trust (B)

Difference

(A) - (B)

Total return over 1 year 6.1% 5.4% 0.7%

Total return over 3 years 49.0% 38.3% 10.7%

Total return from inception (March 2011) 53.7% 40.6% 13.1%

Annualised return from inception 11.4% 8.9% 2.5%

Current cash value £76,870 £70,319 £6,551

Historic dividend yield 4.3% 3.9% 0.4%

3 year beta (volatility relative to the market) 0.55 1 - 0.45

Maximum drawdown (peak-to-trough decline) 8% 13.5% -5.5%

This virtual portfolio is managed using the UKVI strategy and represents the portfolio of a typical investor who is still in the capital

accumulation phase. It started with £50,000 in March 2011 and reinvests all dividends to generate additional growth.

Size Allocation

Large Cap, 48%

Mid Cap, 44%

Small Cap, 9%

Industry Allocation

Industrials, 29%

Financials, 20%

Consumer Services,

15%

Consumer Goods, 13%

Utilities, 6%

Basic Materials, 6%

Oil & Gas, 5%

Health Care, 4%

Telecommunications,

3%
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£500,000 income portfolio - Performance review

Annual Dividend Income Withdrawn UKVI Income Portfolio
Basket of Investment

Trusts

CPI Inflation-Linked

”Bond”

2012 £20,250 £20,525 £20,000

2013 £20,856 £20,575 £20,504

2014 £26,512 £21,408 £20,797

2015 Year to date £2,444 £3,498 £3,474

Cumulative income £70,062 £66,006 £64,775

This virtual portfolio holds exactly the same shares as the accumulation portfolio and represents the portfolio of a typical investor

who is in the income drawdown phase. It started with £500,000 in March 2011 and pays out all dividends as income. The goal of

the portfolio is to grow income from dividends faster than inflation with little income volatility. In the long-run I would expect the

capital value to also grow faster than inflation even after dividends are withdrawn.

The income in 2014 is exceptionally large for the UKVI Income Portfolio because of a huge one-off special dividend from Vodafone

after the company sold its stake in Verizon.

This chart of capital value is included to show how capital growth should approximately track dividend growth over the years. The

CPI inflation-linked 4% coupon “bond” has a capital value which increases in line with CPI inflation from £500k on 01/01/12. The

UKVI and investment trust portfolios should produce capital gains which at least match the inflation-linked “bond”.
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Latest interim results

24th February - BHP Billiton PLC (purchase date: 12th September 2011)

“We are among the world’s largest producers of major commodities, including aluminium, coal, copper,
iron ore, manganese, nickel, silver and uranium, and have substantial interests in oil and gas.”
(www.bhpbilliton.com)

Half-year revenue ($) down 11.9% Interim dividend ($) up 5%

Quotes from the interim results

Despite significant falls in the prices of our main commodities over the last six months, Group margins remain
healthy, free cash flow has increased and we have strengthened our balance sheet. We are confident that we
can maintain our progressive dividend policy.

We started to prepare for a sustained period of lower prices almost three years ago by increasing our focus on
efficiency and lowering our investment. Since then, we have achieved annualised productivity gains approaching
US$10 billion and reduced capital spending by almost 40 per cent. We have seen rapid improvement across all
of our major businesses.

Our proposed demerger will be a catalyst for further progress. Simplification will ensure BHP Billiton’s
organisation, systems and processes are dedicated to its core assets, allowing us to further improve their
productivity. Following the proposed demerger, BHP Billiton will maintain its progressive dividend policy and any
dividends from South32 [the demerged company] will represent additional cash returns to shareholders.

We remain confident about the outlook for our Company. We have the best quality assets and operating
capability, a deep understanding of global markets, a portfolio of very high-return growth projects, a strong
balance sheet and offer outstanding cash returns to shareholders. The demerger will allow us to continue the
process of building an organisation that is truly unique in our sector, and one that is well positioned for success
in the face of ever increasing volatility.

“The classical principles of good investing are based on the assumption that we are all

perfectly calm, unemotional beings, concerned only with long-term financial objectives and,

therefore, stick staunchly to the following four principles of good investing:

! Put your wealth to work (being invested),

! Diversify to reduce risk (spreading your risk across markets, asset classes, geographies

and industries),

! Ensure you have sufficient liquidity to withstand the journey (avoiding being forced to

sell at a time not of your choosing), and

! Rebalance (selling asset classes that have risen in value, and purchase those that have

fallen, in order to continually buy low, and sell high over time).

This model is neither new nor complex, but to be able to stick at it, investors must be

emotionally comfortable enough to (a) enter the market, and (b) stay in it.

In truth, as human beings our emotions are the biggest driver of our investment decisions and,

therefore, our returns. In turbulent times, theory often goes out the window. Depending on

the market cycle and how it makes us feel, we may leave large portions of our wealth

uninvested; we may be overconfident and overactive with the portion that we do invest; and,

in the end, we often give in to our strong psychological tendency to buy high and sell low.”

- Barclays Wealth, Overcoming the Cost of Being Human
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Latest annual results

3rd February - BP PLC (Purchase date: 4th March 2011)

“We provide customers with fuel for transportation, energy for heat and light, lubricants to keep engines
moving, and the petrochemicals products used to make everyday items as diverse as paints, clothes and
packaging” (www.bp.com)

Revenue

Down 1%

10 Year average earnings

Down 3%

Dividend per share

Up 6%

Debt ratio

6.2 (cyclical max 4)

Pension liability ratio

6.1 (max 10)

Does it still pass the buy tests?

No

Quotes from the annual results presentation

The recent sharp fall in the oil price is of course the big story in the industry today. A lot has been said and written
about this so I’m going to concentrate today on how BP is positioned in this environment. How well we navigate
the road ahead will be a test of our business model. We have a diverse portfolio, a rigorous process to allocate
capital and an already established focus on efficiency. As well as being an integrated oil company with a strong
Downstream, our portfolio has around one third of upstream production coming from Production Sharing
Agreements and a growing portfolio of high-quality gas projects, both of which make us less sensitive to oil price
fluctuations.

We also drive capital discipline by constraining the total level of capital spend in any one year, taking account of
the opportunities available and the flexibility of our balance sheet. We are currently paring back activity and
looking to re-phase spend to reflect the expected deflation. We are resetting our capital expenditure in 2015 to
around $20 billion, well below our previous guidance. Our overall capital budget will be the subject of ongoing
review as we re-work our medium-term plans.

We see this year, and probably the next several years, as an industry reset phase – a period of intense change,
the outcomes of which will be defined by oil and gas prices, the pace of deflation, the realisation of efficiencies
across the sector and possible inorganic activity. At BP we will be focusing on a clear set of priorities. For
simplicity I like to think of this under the 4 headings of delivery, divestments, discipline and the dividend.

By delivery I mean consolidating the underlying momentum of the last 3 years in our businesses through
continued safe, reliable and efficient execution. Divestments is about completing the $10 billion programme of
divestments. Discipline has two parts: Firstly, resetting the capital budget to ensure every dollar of capital spend
delivers value for shareholders, paring back activity as necessary and taking advantage of deflation; and
secondly, right-sizing the cost base to match our footprint and withstand a sustained period of lower oil prices.
And most importantly, the dividend – which is firmly established as the first priority within our financial framework.
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Latest annual results

4th February - GlaxoSmithKline PLC (Purchase date: 9th January 2015)

“We are a science-led global healthcare company. We research and develop a broad range of innovative
products in three primary areas of Pharmaceuticals, Vaccines and Consumer Healthcare.”
(www.gsk.com)

Revenue

Down 13%

10 Year average earnings

Up 2%

Dividend per share

Up 3%

Debt ratio

4.4 (defensive max 5)

Pension liability ratio

3.7 (max 10)

Does it still pass the buy tests?

Yes

Quotes from the annual results

For 2014, total [core] revenue was down 3% to £23 billion. Pharmaceutical and vaccines sales in Emerging
Markets grew 5% and 1% in Japan. In Europe sales were flat. However, these performances were more than
offset by a 10% decline in US sales following formulary and contract changes to Advair. We expect global
Seretide/Advair sales to continue to decline in 2015.

Respiratory: We continue to expect total sales of our respiratory portfolio to return to growth in 2016. HIV: ViiV
Healthcare continues to perform strongly with sales up 15% in 2014. We continue to evaluate options for a
potential IPO of a minority stake in this business and expect to provide an update to shareholders at the Q2 2015
results. Oncology: Sales also showed good momentum. Vaccines: Sales were down 1% for the year as several
strong performances were primarily offset by the impact of the ongoing suspension of HPV vaccines in Japan
and the return of competitor vaccines to the US market in the second half of the year. Whilst this business will
always be susceptible to periodic volatility in sales, we continue to see significant opportunity as we progress
late stage pipeline programmes. Consumer Healthcare: Sales for the year were down 1%, but up 2% in the
fourth quarter. Our business continues to recover from recent supply issues and we expect increasing benefit
from resumption in supply during 2015. Novartis: We continue to make good progress towards closure of the
Novartis transaction, with approval received from the US FTC on most aspects and European clearance now
granted, subject to certain divestments.

We continue to focus on improving the efficiency and flexibility of our cost base. During the year we delivered
around £400 million of incremental savings compared with last year through our various restructuring initiatives
and ongoing cost reduction efforts.

For 2014, we have declared a dividend of 80p, up 3%. For 2015 we expect to maintain the dividend per share at
the same level. In addition, subject to the approvals and conditions set out in the circular sent to shareholders,
we expect to return £4 billion of the net proceeds receivable from Novartis once the transaction has closed.
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Latest annual results

11th February - Reckitt Benckiser PLC (Purchase date: 2nd February 2014)

“RB is a global consumer goods leader in health, hygiene and home. Its 19 Powerbrands, in high growth
categories, take a disproportionate share of RB's top end marketing investment. RB brands are
household favourites all over the world.” (www.rb.com)

Revenue

Down 12%

10 Year average earnings

Up 9%

Dividend per share

Up 1%

Debt ratio

1.5 (defensive max 5)

Pension liability ratio

0.9 (max 10)

Does it still pass the buy tests?

Yes

Quotes from the annual results

In 2014, challenging market conditions persisted, we had a strong year, particularly in ENA [Europe and North
America] and RUMEA [Russia, Middle East and Africa] where our operational changes and improved go-to-
market initiatives have delivered significant improvement. We further sharpened our portfolio focus with the
acquisition of K-Y, the demerger of Indivior [formerly RBP - Reckitt Benckiser Pharmaceutical] and the disposal
of Footwear. Our virtuous growth model delivered very strong profit growth and margin expansion during the year
from a combination of gross margin expansion and cost saving initiatives, some of which were non-recurring in
nature.

We have achieved a lot in the past three years – but there is more to do. In true RB spirit of outperformance, we
need to sharpen our organisational agility and efficiency. I am therefore announcing our new “Supercharge”
project focused on: Creating a simpler, more agile organisation and, Reducing cost and driving efficiencies This
will make RB a leaner, faster and more coordinated business. It will also drive cost savings that will enable us to
deliver sustainable earnings growth as we enter the second half of the decade. Our strong margin expansion in
2014 provided a step up in operating margin, which our Supercharge project should make sustainable.

In 2015, we continue to expect tough market conditions. Therefore, we are targeting LFL [like-for-like] net
revenue growth of +4%, which is broadly similar to 2014 and moderate to “nice” operating margin expansion in
2015.

Due to the organizational changes and demerger of RBP we are now targeting the following medium term KPIs:
1) Growth in net revenue of 200 basis points [2%] a year, on average, ahead of the global market growth across
RB’s categories and geographies and moderate operating margin expansion (no change). 2) Above average
growth in HEALTH & HYGIENE so that they will represent 80% of company net revenues by 2020 (currently
72%), on average an increase of 1% per year. 3) Above average growth in DEVELOPING MARKETS so that
they will represent 40% of company net revenues by 2020 (currently 30%).
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Latest annual results

12th February - Rio Tinto PLC (Purchase date: 7th September 2012)

“Rio Tinto is a leading global mining and metals company. Our focus is on finding, mining and
processing the Earth's mineral resources in order to maximise value for our shareholders.”
(www.riotinto.com)

Revenue

Down 1%

10 Year average earnings

Up 5%

Dividend per share

Up 12%

Debt ratio

2.3 (cyclical max 4)

Pension liability ratio

1.7 (max 10)

Does it still pass the buy tests?

Yes

Quotes from the annual results

Last year, we made a clear commitment to materially increase cash returns to our shareholders. We have
delivered this today through a 12 per cent increase in our full year dividend and a proposed $2.0 billion share
buy-back. These represent a total cash return to shareholders, in respect of 2014, of almost $6.0 billion.

The mining industry is adjusting to a new phase of economic development in China, which is likely to result in
lower price levels compared with those seen during China’s years of capital intensive growth. Nevertheless, the
structure of the commodity cost curves should result in margins for low-cost producers remaining above the
average levels seen before the commodity-intensive phase of China’s growth started just over a decade ago.

Economic growth is likely to remain modest and the market volatility seen at the start of the year suggests that
2015 will be challenging, with a continuation of the current industry-wide margin compression. Some relief for
our businesses is expected from the decline in the oil price and the weaker Canadian and Australian currencies,
but this may delay the exit of unprofitable producers. It is also likely that the industry will continue to reduce
capital budgets and focus on productivity, costs and margins.

In 2014, the Group realised $1.5 billion pre-tax ($1.2 billion post tax) in operating cash cost savings and
reductions in exploration and evaluation spend. This was in addition to the $3.3 billion pre-tax ($2.1 billion
post-tax) achieved in 2013. The Group continued to refine its exploration and evaluation spend, building on the
savings achieved in 2013 whilst progressing the highest priority projects.

Adjusted total borrowings at 31 December 2014 were $24.9 billion. The weighted average cost of total
borrowings was approximately four per cent and the weighted average maturity was around eight years.

The aim of Rio Tinto's progressive dividend policy is to maintain or increase the US dollar value of ordinary
dividends per share. The rate of the total dividend, in US dollars per share, is determined taking into account the
results for the past year and the outlook.
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Latest annual results

19th February - BAE Systems PLC (Purchase date: 21st June 2011)

“BAE Systems is a global defence, aerospace and security company employing around 88,200 people
worldwide. Our wide-ranging products and services cover air, land and naval forces, as well as advanced
electronics, security, information technology, and support services.” (www.baesystems.com)

Revenue

Down 1%

10 Year average earnings

Up 8%

Dividend per share

Up 2%

Debt ratio

2.8 (cyclical max 5)

Pension liability ratio

21.6 (max 10)

Does it still pass the buy tests?

No

Quotes from the annual results

2014 has seen signs of greater stability and improving clarity emerge in markets where [government defence]
budgets have been constrained in recent years by the wider economic backdrop. Defence and security continues
as a high priority in a number of the Group’s domestic and international markets, including the Kingdom of Saudi
Arabia.

The Group has also continued to win significant new business. Order intake of £4.3bn was achieved from
international markets outside the US and the UK contributing to the £40.5bn order backlog at year end. That
large order backlog provides good, multiyear visibility across many of the Group’s businesses. In addition, the
Group has achieved over £10bn of order intake in the US and UK each year over the last three years.

In January 2014, a US bipartisan budget agreement provided a two-year window of defence funding visibility.
US budgets are now relatively stable, with some early indications of a modest improvement in 2016. The Group’s
Intelligence & Security business continued to face a challenging environment serving US government security
community customers. The Group’s Electronic Systems activities benefited from the broad base of high-
technology defence systems and equipment and continued good growth in commercial aircraft electronics. We
have maintained our leadership position in the US electronic warfare market.

In the UK, the defence and security market has been stable. Notwithstanding the continued constraints on public
spending in some sectors, BAE Systems continues to benefit from long-term contracts in the air and naval
domains. The Group benefits from a large order backlog of long-term committed programmes with many key
decisions now addressed for several years.

In Saudi Arabia, the Group delivered a further 11 Typhoon aircraft in the year and developed its position as a
key part of the Kingdom’s defence industrial base. In Australia, where BAE Systems is the largest defence
contractor, the government approved, in May 2014, a commitment to grow defence spending within a decade to
2% of Gross Domestic Product.”
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Latest annual results

19th February - Centrica PLC (Purchase date: 10th August 2012)

“Our vision is to be the leading integrated energy company, with customers at our core.  We are active
at every stage in the energy chain from sourcing energy to saving it. Our aim is to meet our customers’
energy needs and deliver long-term value to our shareholders” (www.centrica.com)

Revenue

Up 11%

10 Year average earnings

Up 2%

Dividend per share

Down 21%

Debt ratio

4.3 (defensive max 5)

Pension liability ratio

3.5 (max 10)

Does it still pass the buy tests?

Yes

Quotes from the annual results

The 2014 environment was very difficult for Centrica, with record mild weather in the UK, extreme cold weather
in North America early in the year and a highly competitive market environment on both sides of the Atlantic.
Upstream, the exploration and production (E&P) business faced falling oil and gas prices, while Centrica Storage
was impacted by lower seasonal gas price spreads. Political uncertainty and the launch of the Competition and
Markets Authority investigation provided further challenges in the UK.

Operationally, in British Gas these conditions translated into falls in gas and electricity sales volumes of 20% and
8% respectively, and a 2% fall in residential energy customer accounts, mostly in the first half of the year. Direct
Energy also saw a 3% fall in residential energy customer accounts. In Centrica Energy, oil and gas production
volumes of 79.5mmboe [million barrels of oil equivalent] were up 3% compared to 2013, but realisations fell as
a consequence of lower oil and gas price levels. The power business experienced unplanned outages on the
nuclear fleet. We also recognised pre-tax exceptional items of £1,597 million, £1,161 million post-tax, which
included substantial impairments on E&P and power assets totalling £1,385 million post-tax, primarily as a result
of the current low commodity price environment.

The Group continues to face a number of challenges as we enter 2015, particularly the significant further
reductions in wholesale oil and gas prices since the middle of December and continuing low spark spreads.
While we plan for normal weather patterns in 2015, and relative to 2014 should see an associated improvement
in earnings and cash flows in the customer-facing businesses, the current forward price curves for oil and gas
are likely to more than offset this. It is not clear that the forward price curves for oil and gas will improve in the
near term, and we therefore need to plan on the basis that lower wholesale prices will persist for all of 2015 and
potentially through 2016 and into 2017. During this time we expect the E&P supply chain costs to respond to the
lower price environment. Until that time, the Group’s cash flows from Centrica Energy will be materially impacted.

The Group has taken the very difficult decision to re-base the dividend,commencing with the final payment for
2014. To underpin future growth in cash flows, we have launched a strategic review.
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Latest annual results

25th February - Petrofac PLC (Purchase date: 7th March 2014)

“Petrofac is a leading international service provider to the oil & gas production and processing industry,
with a diverse client portfolio including many of the world's leading integrated, independent and national
oil & gas companies.” (www.petrofac.com)

Revenue

Up 6%

10 Year average earnings

Up 17%

Dividend per share

Up 6%

Debt ratio

3.2 (cyclical max 4)

Pension liability ratio

0 (max 10)

Does it still pass the buy tests?

Yes

Quotes from the annual results

Group revenue was marginally lower, with good growth in Offshore Projects & Operations and Engineering &
Consulting Services more than offset by lower revenue from Onshore Engineering & Construction and Integrated
Energy Services. Activity levels, revenue and net profit in Onshore Engineering & Construction increased
substantially in the second half of 2014 as we moved into the execution phase on a number of projects. Revenue
from Integrated Energy Services was lower due to lower levels of activity and lower average commodity prices.

The Group's backlog increased 26% to a record year-end level, reflecting a strong intake of new orders in
Onshore Engineering & Construction, Offshore Projects & Operations and Engineering & Consulting Services.

While the operating environment remains uncertain, with the industry adjusting to a lower oil price environment,
we are well positioned and will maintain our bidding discipline and focus on our areas of core strength. We enter
2015 with a very cost-effective structure and we are continuing to drive cost savings to maintain our strong
competitive position.

At this stage, clients in our core onshore markets in the Middle East and North Africa are continuing to commit
to ongoing investment in large strategic projects. Operations and maintenance activity remains robust and we
see opportunities to continue to grow internationally. While the market for deepwater offshore projects is softer
than when we announced the strategy two years ago, the long-term fundamentals remain attractive and we are
committed to our strategy but are responding to the market changes. Our ECOM [Engineering, Construction,
Operations, Maintenance] backlog stands at record levels, giving us excellent revenue visibility for 2015 and
beyond, and our overall portfolio is in good shape, with built in margins consistent with guidance.

We have re-focused the IES [Integrated Energy Services] strategy to improve synergies with ECOM, lower
capital-intensity and will manage the portfolio to maximise value. Our balance sheet remains strong and we are
focused on managing working capital and improving capital returns.
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Latest annual results

26th February - British American Tobacco PLC (Purchase date: 9th September 2013)

“British American Tobacco is a global tobacco group, with brands sold in more than 200 markets. We
employ more than 57,000 people and, with over 200 brands in our portfolio, we make the cigarette
chosen by one in eight of the world’s one billion adult smokers.” (www.bat.com)

Revenue

Down 8%

10 Year average earnings

Up 8%

Dividend per share

Up 4%

Debt ratio

3.1 (defensive max 5)

Pension liability ratio

1.6 (max 10)

Does it still pass the buy tests?

Yes

Quotes from the annual results

The Group continued to perform extremely well despite challenging trading conditions. We grew revenue and
profit at constant rates of exchange and we increased our market share. Although significant exchange rate
movements in many of our key currencies impacted our reported results, the underlying performance of our
business remains strong. The increase in our total dividend for 2014 to 148.1p reflects our commitment to
growing shareholder returns as well as our confidence in the strength of our business, our strategy and our future.

Our focus on resource allocation is driving major investments in high growth markets, particularly in EEMEA
[Eastern Europe, Middle East, Africa] and Asia-Pacific regions, resulting in share growth in these markets. By
supporting pricing with strong brands and innovations, substantially reducing costs and improving productivity,
we have increased our operating margin by more than 520 basis points [52%] over four years.

We are also making excellent progress towards our goal to lead across the various next-generation product
categories. We developed our e-cigarette brand, Vype, in the UK with new product launches and made
significant progress towards launching Voke, a medicinal nicotine product, which was granted a UK medicines
licence last year. We plan to begin consumer trials of a tobacco heating product by the end of 2015 and have
our first product in a test market in 2016.

The Group recently announced that it is evaluating a possible public tender offer to acquire the remaining 24.7%
of Souza Cruz shares that it does not currently own. This investment would further strengthen our presence in
Brazil, a key strategic market where we are already market leader. It would also provide opportunities to leverage
Souza Cruz’s capabilities in areas such as leaf and closer cooperation in research and development, while
further integrating the business into our Americas region.

We expect the trading environment to remain difficult in 2015, and that foreign exchange headwinds will continue
to have a significant impact on both a transactional and translational level.
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Latest annual results

26th February - RSA Group PLC (Purchase date: 9th January 2012)

“RSA is one of the world’s leading multinational quoted insurance groups. We have major operations in
the UK, Scandinavia, Canada, Ireland, Asia and the Middle East, Latin America and Central and Eastern
Europe and the capability to write business in around 140 countries.” (www.rsagroup.com)

Net asset value per
share

Up 5%

10 Year average
earnings

Down 14%

Dividend per share

Down 80%

Debt ratio

0.7 (def. max 5)

Pension ratio

20.3 (max 10)

Premium to surplus
ratio

2.2 (max 2)

Equity allocation

1.1% (max 10%)

Combined ratio

98.8% (max 99%)

Does it still pass the
buy tests?

No

Quotes from the annual results

I [Stephen Hester] joined RSA in February 2014 with a mandate to lead the Company in three urgent tasks.
These were: to thoroughly identify the sources of RSA's performance weaknesses; to devise plans to fix these
and address internal and external challenges to realising RSA's potential; and then to implement those plans.
The first two tasks are largely done. The third is well in hand, but with much tough and disciplined work ahead
to follow through.

As so often in corporate turnarounds, the cost of remediation has proven greater than we hoped, especially in
the form of reserving and non-cash charges. But we have been able to pay for this through outperformance in
divestment proceeds. We have refocused RSA on its most important businesses, with a well executed
divestment programme already substantially completed.

Across our core business, determined action has set a course for improved underwriting results with current year
loss ratios (ex-volatile items) improving versus 2013, overall and in most major business units, and expected to
do so again in 2015. Alongside this is activity across our business to sustain and improve the health of our
customer franchise and to invest in technology, product and service initiatives.

RSA needed a substantial financial overhaul. This has focused on improving both the quality and the health of
its balance sheet and profits. The on-going drag of costs below the underwriting line is also being addressed
through reducing central overhead, interest and non-cash amortisation. We still have significant volatile
accounting items in the form of unrealised bond gains as well as off-balance sheet pension liabilities.

RSA's new and focused strategy was set out a year ago. We believe it is the right one. Our medium-term
performance targets are also unchanged; 12-15% underlying return on net tangible assets, 35- 45% tangible
equity/net premiums, though the latter is sensitive to Solvency II outcomes as well as market factors and may
need to be updated at the end of 2015.
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Buying: ITE Group PLC (ITE)

Improve the portfolio : As companies grow (or shrink) and as their share prices go up (or down) the attractiveness of the investment

changes. If a company’s share price shoots up too fast, or if a company falls into a long-term decline, it may be time to sell and

replace it with something that appears to offer better value for money.

Price on 1st Mar 2015

171p

Index

Small Cap

Sector

Media

FTSE Market Cap

£426 million

Revenue

£175 million

Pre-tax Profit

£60.3 million

“We are one of the world’s leading organisers of international trade exhibitions and conferences and
specialise in organising events in growing and developing markets. We have many market leading
events and well known brands in key industry sectors.” (www.ite-exhibitions.com)

Overview
ITE was set up in 1991 to promote trade opportunities in the new market economies of Russia and its

Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS). Since then the company has grown rapidly by focusing on

emerging markets and is the largest exhibitions organiser in Russia, with a 22% market share.

It also has significant operations outside of Russia, with 19% of revenues coming from Central Asia &

Causasus, 12% from Eastern & Southern Europe and 10% from Western Europe and Asia. The company

leverages this international reach by acquiring local events and then marketing those events to its

international network of exhibitors.

The company organises exhibitions in a wide range of industries including Building, Oil & Gas, Food, Travel,

Transport and Fashion. In Fashion ITE owns the UK’s leading fashion trade event, MODA.

ITE’s exposure to both Russia and Ukraine is expected to impact its results in 2015 and beyond, which is the

main reason for its current low valuation.

Growth Rate

9.3%

Dividend Yield

4.3%

Net ROCE

29.4%

Valuation (PE10)

14.9

Growth Quality

83%

Debt Ratio (cyclical max 4)

1.3

Pension Ratio (max 10)

0.0

Rank

6 (out of 239)

Green = Better than FTSE 100; Red = Worse than FTSE 100.
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Investment checklist
Successful investing requires the methodical application of a systematic approach in order to achieve specific objectives, and a

checklist is a great aid towards that end. This checklist helps to ensure that the company under investigation is high quality, and

that its shares are likely to improve the portfolio in the long-run.

Maintaining and increasing portfolio diversification

1. Will the addition of this company leave the proportion of UK revenues in the portfolio at less than 50%?

 YES ITE generates 59% of its revenues from Russia, 19% from Central Asia and Causcasus, 12% from Eastern

and Southern Europe, 7% from UK and Western Europe and 3% from Asia. Because ITE is so focused outside

the UK its addition would reduce the portfolio’s UK exposure.

2. Will the addition of this company leave the proportion of cyclical sector companies in the portfolio at

less than 50%?

 NO ITE operates in the Media FTSE Sector which is defined in the Capita Dividend Monitor as cyclical. Adding

ITE may well take the cyclical portion of the portfolio to more than 50%. However, at current prices the

cyclical allocation would be 50.2% and I’m willing to accept it being 0.2% over the 50% limit.

3. Are there less than three companies in the portfolio from the same sector as this company?

 YES There are no other Media companies in the portfolio.

Avoiding (or trying to avoid) value traps

Good management

1. Does the company have a clear and consistent goal and strategy and is it focused on implementing that

strategy successfully?

 YES ITE’s goal for many years has been: “to create sustainable growth in headline earnings per share”.

Its high level strategy for achieving that goal is: “creating and maintaining sustainable positions of market

leadership in the exhibition business in developing markets.”

Personally I think it’s better for a company to have a goal which is about creating value for its customers

rather than just “growing EPS” or “maximising shareholder return”. So I think ITE’s strategy would be better

as the overall goal and the goal of EPS growth should just be a Key Performance Indicator (KPI).

Having said that, I don’t like EPS growth as a KPI either because it incentivises executives to retain as much

earnings as possible in order to grow, which I don’t think is a good idea. I only want companies to retain

earnings when they can produce a higher rate of return on those earnings than I could have done if the

earnings had been paid out as a dividend and I’d invested them elsewhere. Targeting EPS growth also

incentivises companies to take on more debt to boost growth, which can work but only by increasing risk.

Despite my dislike of the company’s core goal, what I really want to see is an operational strategy that the

company is fully focused on. So in a little more detail, ITE’s current strategy is to:

! Target new sectors and regions within existing markets where there is the potential to increase

participation from international exhibitors (as an international company ITE has the ability to

generate international sales for local exhibitions, which differentiates it from local competitors and

allows it to grow newly acquired local events).

! Expand into new sectors and geographies with clear opportunities for strong future growth, and

develop exhibition businesses with the potential for strong market positions (emerging markets have

underdeveloped exhibition markets and so the potential for growth is higher, while geographic

expansion will also help to reduce risk and increase cross-selling opportunities).
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! Ensure that new exhibition launches and acquisitions are aligned with existing brands in sectors

where ITE has an established strong brand identity. Work to enhance and extend existing brand

identities as well as develop new and existing brand identities into other sectors (branding and

credibility are important in order to attract major exhibitors and so leveraging existing branding

where possible is an efficient way to do that).

! Commit to investing in staff development throughout the Group and in particular the management

team (exhibitions are primarily a people business rather than a technology business, so “capex” for

ITE comes mostly in the form of developing and acquiring great people).

Although I cannot really comment on whether or not that’s a sensible approach (it is management’s job to

run the business, not mine) it is at least clear, seems to make sense and ITE has been consistently focused on

the same strategy for many years with some significant degree of success.

2. Does the company have an obvious core business upon which its goal, strategy and long-term future are

heavily focused?

YES  ITE is a relatively simple business in that it organises B2B exhibitions, trade shows and conferences to

international standards. It is entirely focused on its core business.

Adequate financial control

3. Do the company’s KPIs focus on a range of relevant indicators beyond revenue and EPS growth, such as

profitability, leverage, liquidity and investment?

 NO ITE’s KPIs focus on revenue, EPS, profit, free cashflow and a couple of business-specific indicators. There

is no mention of profitability or leverage in the KPIs. However, that may be excusable because of the way that

exhibition businesses work. Profitability is usually very high (the company had a 24% operating margin in

2014 and a 10-year net ROCE of 29.4%), and very limited borrowings. It would be nice to see these or similar

items mentioned as KPIs though.

Low costs

4. Scale: Is the company in the leading group in terms of market share within its chosen markets?

 YES ITE was the fifth largest international B2B exhibitions organiser in the world in 2013. It is also the largest

in Turkey and Russia and has an even stronger position in Central Asia where it is the dominant international

B2B exhibition organiser.  It is a Small Cap but was in the FTSE 250 last year when the share price was higher.

5. Experience: Has the company had the same core business for many years?

 YES ITE has been in the exhibitions business since it was founded in 1991 to promote trade opportunities in

and around Russia.

Caution with big projects

6. Is the company free of “bold” projects which, if they failed, could push it into a major crisis?

YES  There are no large projects currently underway.

7. Is the company free of the need for large capital expenditures (i.e. was total capex less than total EPS

over the past 10 years?)

 YES There are almost no capital expenses in running an exhibitions company. The venue is hired, exhibitors

bring their own display “furniture” and most remaining costs are revenue expenses such as advertising and

staff, rather than capital expenses. In the last decade ITE’s capex has amounted to just 5% of earnings.
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8. Are revenues generated through the sale of a large number of small-ticket items rather than through

major one-off contracts?

 NO Revenues come primarily from exhibitors and to a smaller extent, visitors. For exhibitors an exhibition

may be a once-a-year event and can be quite expensive, so the exhibition fee is definitely a large and

infrequent purchase for the customer.

Caution with acquisitions and mergers

9. Has the company avoided mergers or large acquisitions in the last few years (i.e. cost more than a year’s

profit)?

 NO Over the past decade ITE has spent about half its profits on acquisitions, so this is definitely a company

looking for acquisition-based growth. I am not keen on acquisition-based growth but at least it seems – to me

– that exhibition companies are relatively easy to integrate compared to more complex technical companies.

2011 was the stand-out year in which acquisitions exceeded my definition of “large”, i.e. more than post-tax

profits, where cash paid for acquisitions was £47 million while post-tax profits came to £31 million.

10. Has the company avoided acquisitions that have little to do with its core capability?

 YES Although ITE has made many acquisitions as part of its strategy over the years, these acquisitions have

all, as far as I can see, been exhibition businesses and therefore closely related to ITE’s existing core business.

Ability to adapt to changing market demand

11. Does the company operate in defensive markets?

 NO ITE is in the Media FTSE Sector which is defined in the Capita Dividend Monitor as cyclical. In terms of

ITE’s actual business it is perhaps at the less cyclical end of the spectrum. It runs many “number one, must

do” exhibitions which exhibitors would be wise not to miss, even when the economic environment is weak.

12. Does the company operate in markets where the pattern of demand (whether cyclical or defensive) is

expected to stay the same?

 YES As far as I can see there does not seem to be any significant expectation that demand in the exhibition

industry is likely to change anytime soon. Of course it is possible to picture scenarios in which exhibitors and

visitors do everything virtually through some sort of online social network-type event, but this seems unlikely,

at least for the foreseeable future.

13. Does the company operate in markets where demand is expected to grow?

 YES One of ITE’s key growth strategies is that it focuses on emerging markets where GDP is growing quickly

and where the exhibition industry in those countries is small relative to GDP. This gives a potential “double

whammy” from fast GDP growth as well as growth in the exhibition market as a percentage of GDP.

Competitive product, service and price

14. Does the company generate most of its profits from products or contracts that do not need to be

replaced in the next 10 years?

 YES Unlike pharmaceutical companies that need to periodically replace old drugs with new ones, or

technology companies that need to constantly invent better, faster, cheaper computers, exhibitions can run

for years and even decades without needing to be replaced or reinvented.

Obviously from year to year exhibitions change and over time they may improve, but once an exhibition

becomes “established” it can run for many years in essentially the same format, i.e. a large venue filled with

exhibitors and visitors.

In my opinion most of ITE’s existing exhibitions, as long as they are reasonably successful, should be able to

run for more than 10 years without needing to be replaced.
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15. Does the company sell differentiated products that do not compete purely on price?

 YES Exhibitors do not choose exhibitions primarily on price. Of far more importance is the returns that the

exhibition will produce for them, and that is largely a function of the quality and quantity of exhibitors and

visitors that attend.

If, for example, an oil and gas executive was looking to expand into the BRIC countries (Brazil, Russia, India,

China) then they would probably consider exhibiting or at least visiting ITE’s Moscow International Oil & Gas

Exhibition (MIOGE). It is the largest oil and gas trade event in Russia and attracts thousands of visitors and

exhibitors from around the world, including the non-Russian BRIC countries. The cost of the show is not

important (within reason), at least when compared to the relationships that can be built and deals that can

be struck after attending.

Not all of ITE’s shows are so important and some do compete on price, but in those cases ITE will generally

sell the shows to another company in order to focus on more dominant, high-margin events.

Indifferent to commodity prices

16. Is the company relatively immune to commodity price movements?

 YES There are very few material inputs to running an exhibition and so commodity prices are not particularly

relevant. ITE does have some exposure to commodity prices indirectly, as some of the industries in which its

shows run are impacted by commodity prices. However, I don’t expect this to be significant.

Sound financial policy

17. Does the company have a target rate of return on investment (ROCE or similar) of more than 10%?

 NO – ITE doesn’t have a public target for profitability (although it may have one internally). This may be

because exhibition businesses usually produce high margins and high returns on capital employed, and so

little focus on those metrics is required. For example, ITE had gross margins of 46% and operating margins of

24% in 2014, both well above average for most companies. Its median net ROCE (using post-tax profits) over

the last 10 years is just under 30%, also well above average.

18. Is the company’s use of leverage conservative enough given the potential for its earnings to decline?

 YES ITE has borrowings of £42.9 million while its Current Earnings Power (5-year average adjusted post-tax

profit) is £32.2 million. That gives the company a Debt Ratio of just 1.3 which is conservative, even given the

potentially cyclical nature of its industry and any headwinds it may be facing.

19. Are the chances of this company being a value trap acceptably low (and if so, why are the shares cheap

at the moment)?

 YES None of the preceding questions have uncovered any obvious evidence that ITE is a value trap. However,

its shares have dropped from about 310p in January 2014 to 171p today and there must be some reason. The

timing of that decline correlates almost perfectly with the Russian/Ukrainian crisis and the reasons are fairly

obvious: ITE generates around 60% of its revenues from within Russia and about 7% from Ukraine, although

revenues from Ukraine halved in 2014.

The impact in Ukraine is for very obvious reasons; most of ITE’s Ukrainian exhibitions are in Kiev which is

uncomfortably close to a war zone. The Russian business is also impacted because of sanctions imposed on

Russia by the US and EU which are weakening the Russian economy and its currency (most exhibitors and

visitors pay in local currencies, which creates a currency risk for ITE). The crisis had little effect on ITE in 2014

but is expected to have a greater impact in 2015, although to what extent is not clear.

On top of that the oil price decline has affected the share price because the Russian economy is relatively

dependent on oil exports. A weak Russian economy could in turn weaken the environment for business

exhibitions in that country.
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The key question is whether these two situations will cause a permanent decline in ITE’s ability to generate

revenues, earnings and dividends, or at the very least a significant reduction in its ability to grow over the

long-term, or whether they are unpleasant but temporary.

The consensus among analysts is that ITE will not cut its dividend, although it might be forced to hold it steady

for a few years. Revenues and earnings are expected to decline, perhaps for a handful of years, but longer-

term growth is expected to return.

For my two pence-worth, I think that’s a reasonable ballpark guess. The 40% of the business that operates

away from Russia has good prospects for growth, so if Russia and Ukraine decline then the rest of the

company’s exhibitions should act as a counterbalance.

Also the Ukraine crisis is likely to be a temporary situation, although it could of course last a few years.

Sanctions and the weakness of the Russian Ruble would also be temporary in that case, or at most medium-

term problems rather than long-term ones. I think the same argument applies to the oil price decline, where

we could easily see oil prices back above $100 per barrel by the end of this decade.

But those are just my opinions and the consensus opinion of some professional analysts, and none of us has

a crystal ball. However, I think ITE is a world-class business and is positioned well for growth, and that the

current headwinds it is facing are quite serious, but not permanent. All companies must face up to challenges

at various points in their lives and value investors must expect to buy into these situations occasionally if they

are to buy good companies at attractive prices. On that basis I think the risk that ITE is a value trap is

acceptably small.

Uncovering competitive advantages

1. Does the company have any intangible asset advantages (e.g. brand names that command pricing

power; patents; regulatory barriers)?

 YES The company has a competitive advantage in some geographies and in some industries thanks to its

strongly branded exhibitions. Some examples are: Mosbuild, the largest building exhibition (or international

exhibition of any kind) in Russia; TransRussia, the largest transport and logistics exhibition in Russia, or

MODA, the UK’s leading fashion trade event. This brand advantage exists primarily because of the “network

effect” advantage detailed below.

2. Does the company gain an advantage from “switching costs”, i.e. the effort required for customers to

switch to another supplier (e.g. bank accounts or computer software)?

 NO Exhibitors and visitors can switch to other trade shows in a heartbeat and at no up-front cost.

3. Do the company’s products or services have a “network effect”, i.e. become more attractive as more

people use them (e.g. Facebook, eBay)?

 YES Exhibitions become more appealing to visitors as the quantity and quality of exhibitors (and speakers at

any included seminars) increases. Exhibitions also become more appealing to exhibitors (and seminar

speakers) as the quality and quantity of visitors increases.

This creates a virtuous circle where more and better visitors will attract more and better exhibitors, which

will attract more and better visitors, and so on. Once an exhibition becomes the “number one, must do”

event it becomes difficult for smaller events to attract either exhibitors or visitors in sufficient number to

compete.

This advantage is low cost, in that it just happens in and of itself; it doesn’t require additional spending to

create it or maintain it. It’s also durable, as once an exhibition has the “number one, must do” status it can

often hold that position for many years or longer.
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All of ITE’s events have the network effect but not all of them are the “number one, must do” event, so this

advantage works against the company in some instances, although it does work in the company’s favour for

its biggest revenue generators.

One point to mention here is that ITE is able to buy up existing, local shows that are not “must do” events,

and which have exhibitors and visitors who are mostly local to that geographic region. It can then leverage

its international network in order to get exhibitors and visitors from its similar shows in other regions to

attend the newly acquired show. So for example it could buy an Oil & Gas show in China that caters to local

businesses and then market that event internationally, leveraging the brand and contacts of its Oil & Gas

shows in Russia and other countries.

This opens the new show up to an international audience which increases the quantity and quality of

exhibitors and visitors. Hopefully the network effect then kicks in, driving the previously small show into

“number one, must do” territory over a few years, at which point it has larger profits and a defendable

competitive advantage.

4. Does the company have any durable cost advantages (e.g. unique location, unique low cost source of raw

materials, greater scale)?

 NO  ITE does not have any ability to run events more cheaply than its competitors.

Making the trade - Are you happy to own these shares for at least 5 years?
 YES On the basis of that analysis I think ITE is likely to be a good addition to the model portfolios (any my

personal portfolio). I will be buying it a few days after this issue is published and the initial position size will

be approximately 3.3% (1/30th of the portfolio), although it may be more in the accumulation portfolio as

there is some excess cash to reinvest.

My expectation is that the shares will be held for somewhere between one and ten years, depending on

future events.

“Stock prices will always be far more volatile than cash-equivalent holdings. Over the long term,

however, currency-denominated instruments [e.g. cash or bonds] are riskier investments – far riskier

investments – than widely-diversified stock portfolios that are bought over time and that are owned

in a manner invoking only token fees and commissions. That lesson has not customarily been taught

in business schools, where volatility is almost universally used as a proxy for risk. Though this

pedagogic assumption makes for easy teaching, it is dead wrong: Volatility is far from synonymous

with risk. Popular formulas that equate the two terms lead students, investors and CEOs astray.

It is true, of course, that owning equities for a day or a week or a year is far riskier (in both nominal

and purchasing-power terms) than leaving funds in cash-equivalents. That is relevant to certain

investors – say, investment banks – whose viability can be threatened by declines in asset prices and

which might be forced to sell securities during depressed markets. Additionally, any party that might

have meaningful near-term needs for funds should keep appropriate sums in Treasuries or insured

bank deposits.

For the great majority of investors, however, who can – and should – invest with a multi-decade

horizon, quotational declines are unimportant. Their focus should remain fixed on attaining

significant gains in purchasing power over their investing lifetime. For them, a diversified equity

portfolio, bought over time, will prove far less risky than dollar-based securities.”

- Warren Buffett, 2014 Letter to Berkshire Hathaway Shareholders
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Questions and Answers

Readers ask questions on a range of topics every month. Here are the most interesting and/or frequent:

Q: Why does Standard Chartered have a Debt Ratio of zero on the stock screen but Motley

Fool has it as their #1 “steer clear” blue-chip, mainly because of debt and leverage?

That’s a good question. The Debt Ratio isn’t used for banks, which is why it shows up as zero on the screen.

However, that isn’t very helpful so I have now changed the Debt Ratio to be “N/A” (not applicable) for banks.

Insurance companies have a similar issue where their Debt Ratio is shown as zero, but that’s only because I

don’t have a data on insurance company borrowings. For insurance companies I’ve changed the Debt Ratio

to be “N/K” (not known). To calculate the Debt Ratio just look up borrowings in a company’s latest annual

report and divide it by Current Earnings Power, which is on the stock screen.

As for Standard Chartered, it’s a bank so I use the Common Equity Tier 1 Ratio (CET1) for leverage and the

Liquidity Coverage Ratio (LCR) and Net Stable Funding Ratio (NSFR) for liquidity. CET1 should be (by my rules)

above 10%, which means no more than £10 of liabilities for each pound of shareholder equity. That’s more

conservative than most banks and a lot more conservative than the pre-financial crisis norm. LCR compares

liquid assets against cash flow to see if the bank has enough liquid assets to cover net cash flows over a 30-day

“stress test “period. NSFR looks at the ratio between "patient" funding (e.g. bonds) and "flighty" funding (e.g.

deposits) to see how "sticky" the funding base is in times of distress. LCR and NSFR should both be over 100%.

Standard Chartered passes my tests for liquidity and leverage, so I would disagree with Motley Fool about the

strength of the bank’s balance sheet. In 5-years we may be able to look back and see who was right.

Defensive Sectors

! Aerospace & Defense

! Beverages

! Electricity

! Fixed Line Telecommunications

! Food & Drug Retailers

! Food Producers Gas

! Water & Multi-utilities

! General Retailers

! Health Care Equipment & Services

! Mobile Telecommunications

! Non-life Insurance

! Personal Goods

! Pharmaceuticals & Biotechnology

! Tobacco

Cyclical Sectors

! Automobiles & Parts

! Banks

! Chemicals

! Construction & Materials

! Electronic & Electrical Equipment

! Financial Services

! Forestry & Paper

! General Industrials

! Household Goods & Home Construction

! Industrial Engineering

! Industrial Metals & Mining

! Industrial Transportation

! Leisure Goods

! Life Insurance

! Media

! Mining

! Oil & Gas Producers

! Oil Equipment, Services & Distribution

! Real Estate Investment & Services

! Software & Computer Services

! Support Services

! Technology Hardware & Equipment

! Travel & Leisure

Defensive and Cyclical sectors

The model portfolio aims to be at least 50% invested in defensive FTSE Sectors as defined in the Capita

Dividend Monitor. The definitions are repeated here in case you want to follow a similar policy:
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&�1 A,����")��*� A,/7 +,������ +�����*�	��,�������"	������	% -./23 �1/� &/.0 &&/� 
&/30 360 ��0 3/� -�<3�6

�.. A"	E���*� A�B* +,������ �"))�����������% -�1/(3 &3/2 �/(0 '2/6 1/10 ���0 ��0 ./6 -�(3

��2 A"���������")��*� A�A� +,������ ���%�	�������% -�1/6& &./1 �/60 .�/� �6/.0 1'0 &60 �/2 -&3(

&�1 ������=�:�����%%�����"	������	%��*� �:� +,���&2� +�����*�	��,�������"	������	% -�/21 &1/( ./�0 &'/2 
&/10 2�0 .0 (/& -23

63 ��)�����*� ��� +,������ �"))�����������% -��/11 &(/. &/20 ''/3 ��/20 (&0 �'0 6/3 -&3&

�(( ��������*� �7� ��������) ��������% -�/&( &'/. &/�0 �3/. &/10 6�0 30 3/3 -.

'� ��������	��*� �**� +,���&2� �"))�����������% -'/3� (/2 ./10 �&/2 (/&0 620 10 ./& -�.(

(& ����F%�5����	$��	�"%����%��*� ��5 ��������) +��������"���% -�/'3 ��/� &/20 �3/( 6/10 6(0 (0 ./( -1

2� �����	����")�*�� ��* +,���&2� ��	��8���	%"��	�� -3/1. (/3 ./10 �'/. 2/�0 6�0 ��0 �D9 -�23

�12 ��	��"��5������*� �74 ��������) 5���� -�/32 (./& '/(0 �2/( 
1/30 360 .0 ./( -2

6 ��	�������*� ��7 +,������ ��%<�:�����=�5"���"�������% -&/.. �&/6 2/20 (/3 1/�0 6(0 �&0 ./' -�<3&�

�3& ������%�,������*� �,� ��������) �"))�����������% -&/33 �1/( '/10 �&/3 
&/30 210 60 3/' -6

2( ������	$����")��*� �>� ��������) 7���%)����=���8�	%� -&/&3 .2/6 �/10 1/6 '/(0 360 ��0 '/& -.(

�� ���%	�����*� ��� ��������) *�8���	%"��	�� -'/3. (/� ./(0 �2/1 3/(0 110 �20 �D9 -&6

1. ����������"	������	%��*� �>: ��������) 5���� -&/31 './& &/60 �6/3 6/30 6(0 ��0 2/2 -��

��� �����%�	��*� �9� ��������) �	�"%������,��	%)�������	 -&�/�2 &�/& &/10 �6/6 ./'0 620 �'0 �/� -&�

�21 ���%��A������%����")��*� �A� +,���&2� +�	�	������������% -�3/.� �3/. '/�0 &'/3 '/�0 360 �.0 �/� -���

.� ��������*� �#A +,���&2� 7���%)����=���8�	%� -'/.� �2/3 &/10 &'/& ��/(0 1'0 �'0 '/& -&�3

�1' ����"	�%�%��*� �5� ��������) �"))�����������% -�/21 �'/& '/�0 (/3 
3/(0 2�0 .0 3/' -6

31 ���)�%%����")��*� ��� +,������ ,������=�*��%"�� -��/2& &./� &/'0 '3/� �'/60 (30 �'0 '/3 -662

3� ���)"����	�����*� ��� +,���&2� ��8� ����=����)"�����������% -6/.� �3/� &/.0 &./� ��/.0 1'0 �&0 �/. -23

6. ��		�������")��*� ���, ��������) �"))�����������% -�/26 1/3 2/30 ��/. ./60 6�0 
��20 '/. -''

&&1 ��	%����5��������*� ���, ��������) >������������;"�)��	��=��������% -1/1� &&/' &/�0 &'/1 
�/(0 .&0 (0 �/� -�&

.6 ���	% �����*� �:9 +,���&2� +��������"���% -�./'. �3/6 &/&0 &&/2 (/�0 (&0 �&0 �/1 -'3

&&6 ��>��*� ��> +,������ ��	%��"����	�=�5�������% -�1/'� '�/& &/60 &�/' 
./60 2.0 .0 ��/' -..1

��1 �������	���	����	����*� ���7 +,���&2� ��������% -&6/&( &�/6 &/.0 '&/( �6/10 1'0 ��0 �/2 -�3�

&'& ���G�	�>����	$%��*� �H7� +,���&2� ������%������	��%���	��=��������% -2(/(2 6/' �/.0 &3/( 2/&0 360 .0 ./� -6'

�3� ��������%�����")��*� ��� +,���&2� +��������"���% -./(6 �6/3 ./'0 �'/. 
�/20 210 60 ./6 -..

�.2 ������*� ��,� ��������) ��	�������������% -�/31 
&�/. ./'0 3/( 
�1/�0 ''0 (0 3/� -'3

�23 �����*� ��� +,���&2� �"))�����������% -'1/6� &�/3 &/�0 '�/( ��/30 6(0 10 1/� -�'�

&' ���*���"���*� �*7� +,���&2� �"))�����������% -2/6( 1/( 6/'0 ��/1 3/�0 210 '(0 &/6 -2.

&&2 ���������������"�����%��*� ��> +,���&2� ��������"�����%�=�A������	���$ -(/'& '1/. �/60 2./( &/(0 110 (0 &/& -�2

3� �������*� �C# ��������) +��������"���% -&/(' �./� '/�0 &�/1 �&/�0 620 ��0 �/. -'�

3& ���$����*� ��� +,������ A�����$�% -�(/'2 �3/2 &/60 &2/6 6/(0 110 �.0 ./' -&<&6'

�2� �����$����*� ��7 ��������) �������	���=�������������;"�)��	� -3/3� �(/( &/&0 '&/1 �3/&0 6(0 ��0 �/& -(

�(. ��$	����*� �,� +,���&2� ��	�������������% -�(/'2 &3/2 �/30 .�/& ��/30 110 10 �./1 -''

16 ��)������*� ��*5 +,���&2� �"))�����������% -6/(1 &2/& &/�0 .�/3 �2/30 (&0 �.0 �/� -&(

.� ����	�����	��	$�����	��%��*� ��# +,���&2� �������	���=�������������;"�)��	� -6/6� �(/' '/�0 &3/� ��/�0 1'0 �60 �/� -.�

'3 ����	�F%���EE��49�=���*��*� �#5 +,���&2� ,������=�*��%"�� -6/&& &1/. &/.0 ../3 �(/�0 ���0 '.0 �/2 -'&

12 ��������")��*� ��I +,���&2� ���������� -./�. �&/( &/(0 3/. 
2/60 2�0 �.0 �/� -&�&
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&&& ����������*� �5�� +,���&2� ��	������	�"%�����% -'/36 &2/� &/60 '2/( 6/&0 620 20 ��/� -(�

��� ����������)�	�	�%��*� ��5 +,���&2� �"))�����������% -&/&2 �'/6 2/&0 �2/� �/�0 2.0 �&0 &/� -6�

�33 �����	��%��*� �*5 +,���&2� ��������% -&/16 �&/� �/(0 &3/' ��/�0 6�0 ��0 �/� -21

�(� �%%�	�����*� ���, +,���&2� �"))�����������% -��/�1 &1/& �/10 ../6 ��/.0 6(0 ��0 ./2 -21

�'' �"����	���	%���"���	����	��%�����*� ��5 +,���&2� 5���� -��/.2 �1/' &/&0 &./. 2/.0 620 �60 �/6 -32

�1( +=��49�������%������	��%���	��*�� +��� ��������) ������%������	��%���	��=��������% -�/�� 6/� 2/�0 �6/6 �/'0 ''0 '0 ��/2 -��

�. +�		����*� +��� ��������) �	�"%�������	$�	����	$ -&/�( 1/� 2/20 ��/( ��/(0 6(0 10 ./3 -.6

��2 +���%%�����")��*� +��7 +,���&2� ��8� ����=����)"�����������% -&'/&2 '�/' �/30 '1/� �&/'0 1'0 �60 �/� -&(

�&� +�%����?H���%@�=���	%��*� +�H +,���&2� �	�"%������,��	%)�������	 -��/6. �(/' �/60 &3/. ��/�0 (30 10 '/& -&.

�6� +,������ 3<(2� �3/6 '/.0 �./3 �/60 2.0 ��0

�6' +"�����������=�,"�	����*� +�,7 ��������) ,������=�*��%"�� -��/&� &&/' �/20 '�/( (/�0 (30 20 3/' -&'

�'( �.���*� �+� +,������ �"))�����������% -&/(1 &&/3 '/�0 &'/� (/30 620 20 ��/� -&�2

&�� �����8����,���*� �+�� +,���&2� >�"%����������%�=�>������	%��"����	 -�./(1 �6/� '/20 &'/1 ./�0 6�0 10 '/. -.'

�(' ��	"%��*� ��� +,���&2� ��������"�����%�=�A������	���$ -�'/32 &3/3 �/'0 '1/( ��/�0 (&0 20 '/2 -&2

2& ����������9��	���*� ��9 +,������ ��������"�����%�=�A������	���$ -�2/.� �3/( 2/&0 �3/2 &/�0 6�0 �10 ./. -.<&6.

�3� ��
7��������")�?,��@��*� �#� +,���&2� ,������=�*��%"�� -&3/�3 �1/2 '/&0 �1/� &/'0 210 �&0 2/( -22

23 ���� �	��*� ��:� ��������) �	�"%�������	$�	����	$ -&1/3' ��/� �/20 &'/1 �'/10 1'0 �10 �/( -��

&'1 ����	$����*� ��� +,���&2� ������%������	��%���	��=��������% -&/�� ��/. �/&0 ��.(/& 1/10 2�0 �0 .�/� -&6

&'2 ����	��������")��*� ��� +,���&2� +��������"���% -'/'( �1/& �/30 '�/� �/'0 3'0 30 ./2 -2�

�&( ����	��9�	$��*� ��9 +,���&2� ,������=�*��%"�� -1/6' �./� '/'0 �3/. ./&0 6(0 .0 �./. -��2

�'� ���$$%��*� ��� +,���&2� +����=���"$���������% -1/66 &2/( &/&0 &3/2 2/20 6(0 �60 �/� -'6

.3 >��8���%����")��*� >+� +,���&2� ��	�������������% -./.2 �3/� '/&0 �'/( '/�0 6�0 �20 �/2 -6&

��( >������*� >*57 +,���&2� �������	���=�������������;"�)��	� -6/�' &2/& �/30 .�/1 (/(0 ���0 �20 �/' -1&

�3' >�%��*� >7� +,���&2� �"))�����������% -�/2' &./1 �/60 &�/& 
'/10 210 &&0 �/2 -6&

&'6 >�������A����*� >*�* ��������) ������%������	��%���	��=��������% -./�� 2/2 �/60 &&/. 
�/60 210 &0 �6/3 -&�

&&� >�	���%�	����")��*� >�� +,���&2� +�	�	������������% -&/3& 
12/� '/.0 '3/& ./&0 360 ��0 �/2 -(6

�2. >�������������"�����%��*� >�9 +,���&2� ��������"�����%�=�A������	���$ -&./6' ''/1 �/20 1&/2 &'/�0 1'0 �&0 '/. -61

.1 >����=�������>����	$%��*� >�*� ��������) �	�"%�������	$�	����	$ -2/61 �2/� &/10 �1/1 1/10 110 ��0 '/. -&1

'� >���%������*� >�C +,���&2� �"))�����������% -'/'6 �(/� '/.0 �1/' 1/30 6(0 �10 �/( -6�

(. >�A��>����	$%��*� >�A7 +,������ A�	�% -2/66 �&/1 2/.0 ��/3 
�/.0 360 (0 �D7 -(<'6�

(3 >"	��	$��*� >,� +,���&2� #����;"�)��	�<��������%�=���%����"���	 -./61 (/' '/60 �2/' ./10 6(0 30 ./6 -.(

66 >"	�% ������*� >�, ��������) 5���� -�/.� 6/� 1/20 3/& ./'0 210 20 &/' -�6

��1 ��7���*� �7� +,���&2� +�	�	������������% -2/'3 �1/' ./�0 �1/1 3/10 3'0 �&0 '/1 -&�1

�� ������")�>����	$%��*� ��� +,���&2� +�	�	������������% -6/'� �1/� '/(0 &3/. �1/(0 (30 &30 '/� -�'&

3( �5���*� �5� +,���&2� �	�"%�������	$�	����	$ -�'/1� &�/6 &/30 &3/. 1/�0 110 �60 �/2 -&�'

3' ��)������,����������")��*� �5, +,������ ,������ -'�/(' �3/2 ./�0 &�/2 ��/&0 6�0 ��0 2/' -�<121

�2( �	8������*� ��+ +,���&2� 5���� -2/2' �1/3 '/20 &'/� 3/'0 6�0 20 2/� -�3&

�&6 �	���%����*� ��7, +,���&2� 5������,�������"	������	% -1/63 &2/� '/'0 &1/2 �(/60 360 (0 3/1 -�6'

�1. �	�����	��	�	����>����%����")��*� �>� +,������ ,������=�*��%"�� -&3/2� &6/. �/10 '�/3 3/(0 6�0 �(0 '/� -&.(

33 �	�������������)��������")��*� ��� +,���&2� +�	�	������������% -./(� �'/1 ./'0 ��/� 
./�0 6�0 �'0 2/3 -�'(

(6 �	���%������*� ��C +,���&2� �"))�����������% -3/&1 �&/( '/60 �1/1 ./30 6(0 10 '/� -.�

2� �	����������")��*� �,�9 +,������ �"))�����������% -&2/'� �(/2 �/10 '&/3 �1/(0 ���0 �60 ./. -�33

�22 �	��%�����*� ��C� +,���&2� +�	�	������������% -2/61 �3/2 '/'0 �./& 
�/10 360 60 �/� -'�6

3 �,�����")��*� �,� ��������) 5���� -�/6� ��/1 ./'0 �./( (/'0 1'0 &(0 �/' -'&

26 H����	��*����,���)%�	����")��*� H*, +,���&2� ��	��8���	%"��	�� -(/2( �3/6 &/10 &2/6 (/60 6(0 �30 ./2 -��'

&( H���)���%�+�%���	��*� H�/ +,���&2� ��	�������������% -./(� �3/3 �/.0 &'/. �1/&0 (&0 &.0 �/3 -2.

�26 H��	%�	�5�������*� H57, +,������ ��������% -'./�( &�/( �/10 '�/3 ��/.0 6(0 ��0 '/2 -&6.

�&' 9�#5����")��*� 9�#5 ��������) +�����*�	��,�������"	������	% -�/(& �&/. 2/'0 �2/2 2/30 2.0 �'0 &/. -'2

�.' 9���������")��*� 9*� +,���&2� ��	%��"����	�=�5�������% -��/�' �6/' &/.0 �2/2 &/30 620 ��0 2/6 -'2

(2 9�������")��*� 9�� +,���&2� ��	%��"����	�=�5�������% -�6/.& �(/( ./�0 �2/. &/�0 360 �.0 6/' -..

�61 9�	$8�%�����*� 9�+ +,������ ��	�������������% -'/32 �&/& &/60 �1/( 2/.0 360 30 �/3 -26.

21 *�������%��*� *7� +,���&2� ,������=�*��%"�� -�/�( (/( 6/20 2/� 
./(0 2�0 &�0 &/� -&�(

&&' *������*� *�� +,���&2� ,���	���$�>��� ����=��;"�)��	� -'/2� &'/3 '/.0 &2/( 
�/10 6�0 20 3/6 -&.

�1& *���	��	����")��*� *C� ��������) �"))�����������% -�/6& �&/� &/60 (/� 
2/10 360 .0 3/& -�(

�62 *�$���=���	��������")��*� *��� +,������ *�8���	%"��	�� -&/1� �6/� '/'0 &./. �/(0 360 �60 �D9 -123

&�6 *�	��	������������	$�����")��*� *�� +,������ +�	�	������������% -&./1� './3 �/�0 .'/� (/60 6(0 (0 2/3 -�(�

�6� *� �=�A�	����*� *:A ��������) ��	%��"����	�=�5�������% -�/3� �'/1 ./20 �&/� 
�/'0 2.0 .0 6/� -�3

�2& 5�	����")��*� �5� +,���&2� +�	�	������������% -�/(& �'/' '/'0 (/6 
�./�0 2�0 10 �/� -�1'

�&& 5�	�$���	����	%"���	$����")��*� 55� ��������) �"))�����������% -�/�. 3/1 2/(0 '/� 
�/�0 2.0 60 '/1 -�.

�&� 5���%�=��)�	�������")��*� 59� +,������ ��	�������������% -2/�2 �3/6 '/.0 �./2 
�/.0 360 ��0 '/( -2..

&'� 5��%����%��*� 5�*> ��������) ��	%��"����	�=�5�������% -&/.' '2/6 &/&0 &'/( 
��/30 .&0 20 ./1 -��

�'& 5��%��	F%��*� 57�� +,���&2� ,������=�*��%"�� -�/2' 6/� ./.0 (/1 
�/60 360 '0 �3/� -12

'6 5���%����")��*� 5�� ��������) �"))�����������% -./'( �1/. &/�0 &'/1 �./.0 (30 �&0 ./& -�(

�6. 5�$$�����*� 5��, +,������ 7���%)����=���8�	%� -2/.2 &&/3 &/20 &./� (/'0 6�0 20 '/' -&�(

�36 5����%���	�"%����%��*� 5�# +,���&2� �	�"%�������	$�	����	$ -'/�� &2/( &/30 .�/3 &�/'0 6(0 .0 '/' -��2

�& 5�	E��%�?H��	@��*� 5�B� ��������) �"))�����������% -'/13 6/2 3/(0 1/' '/60 6(0 �'0 ./2 -'&

�(& 5���������$���	���	����	����*� 5�� +,���&2� �"))�����������% -2/�& './3 &/�0 &(/' '/.0 360 '�0 �/� -'1

��� 5�����+��"%��	���	����	����*� 5��# +,���&2� ��8� ����=����)"�����������% -��/12 &&/� �/10 '3/� &'/'0 620 ..0 &/. -6'

&�. 5����		�"��=���)����	��>����%��*� 5*� +,���&2� ,������=�*��%"�� -2/36 �3/6 &/.0 �./' 3/�0 2.0 .0 &/� -�3&

( 5�,������")��*� 5,# +,���&2� �"))�����������% -'/�' �&/' '/30 �6/& ��/&0 (30 �'0 '/. -66
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Appendix 1: Metrics, maximums and minimums

Financial metrics on the stock screen
Rank: The company’s rank on the screen, with 1 being the highest rank. The rank is calculated by sorting all of the

companies on the screen by each key factor (Growth, Quality, PE10, PD10, ROCE), creating a rank for each factor and

then adding those individual ranks together.

PE: The price to earnings ratio. This is included just for information and doesn’t form part of the ranking calculation.

Yield: The historic dividend yield. This is included for information only and doesn’t form part of the ranking

calculation. Instead, each company’s rank is based on PD10, the ratio between the current share price and the

average dividend paid over the past 10 years.

PE10: The ratio between the current share price and the company’s average adjusted earnings per share over the

past 10 years. This is used in the rank calculation. (MAXIMUM = 30)

Growth: The company’s Growth Rate. This is used in the rank calculation. It is the average growth of revenues,

earnings and dividends where growth in each is measured as the annualised growth of a 3-year rolling average over

the past 7 years. (MINIMUM = 2%)

Quality: The company’s Growth Quality. This is used in the rank calculation. It is the percentage of times that a profit

has been made, and that revenues, earnings and dividends have increased, measured over the past decade.

(MINIMUM 50%)

ROCE: The company’s median “net” Return on Capital Employed over the last decade. (MINIMUM 7%). Calculated as:

Adjusted profit after tax / (fixed assets + working capital), for non-financial companies

Adjusted profit after tax / shareholder’s equity, for financial companies (banks and insurance companies)

Debt: Debt Ratio – The ratio between a company’s total borrowings (total interest bearing debt) and its Current

Earnings Power (CEP). Provides a rough guide to a company’s ability to carry its debts in good times and bad. This is

“N/A” (not applicable) for banks (where I use a series of ratios defined by banking regulators: Common Equity Tier 1

Ratio for leverage and the Liquidity Coverage Ratio and Net Stable Funding Ratio for liquidity). For insurance

companies the Debt Ratio is “N/K” (not known) as I do not have data on borrowings for insurance companies.

(MAXIMUM = 4 for cyclical sector companies, 5 for defensive sector companies)

Earnings Power: Current Earnings Power (£m).  Calculated as 5-year average adjusted profit after tax. Used in the

Debt Ratio and Pension Liability Ratio when reviewing companies for the model portfolio.

Financial metrics used in each buy analysis but not on the stock screen

Pension Ratio: The ratio between the company’s defined benefit pension liabilities and its Current Earnings Power.

(MAXIMUM = 10)

FCF/Div: 10-yr total free cash flow to 10-year total dividend ratio. Preferred value is above 1, but this is not a hard

rule.

Capex/earnings: 10-yr total capital expenditure to 10-yr total adjusted earnings (post-tax profit) ratio. No hard rule

but below 0.5 is defined as LOW, 0.5 to 1 is MEDIUM, above 1 is HIGH.

Premium to Surplus Ratio: A measure of how cautious an insurance company’s underwriting business is. Calculated

as the ratio between Net Written Premium and Tangible Net Asset Value. (MAXIMUM = 2)

Allocation to Equities: A measure of how cautious an insurance company’s investments are. Calculated as the

percentage of investment assets allocated to equities. (MAXIMUM = 10%)

Combined Ratio: Shows whether or not an insurance company is making a profit on its underwriting business.

Calculated as the sum of Loss Ratio and Expense Ratio. (MAXIMUM = 99%)

Common Equity Tier 1 Ratio: A measure of bank leverage. Calculated as the percentage of “high quality” capital

relative to risk-adjusted assets. (MINIMUM 10%)

Liquidity Coverage Ratio: A measure of bank liquidity. Calculated as the ratio of “high quality” liquid assets relative to

expected net liquidity outflows (i.e. cash outflows) over a 30-day period. (MINIMUM = 100%)

Net Stable Funding Ratio: A measure of bank funding stability. Calculated as the ratio between sources of stable

funding and items requiring stable funding. (MINIMUM = 100%)
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Appendix 2: Strategy overview and stock screen colour-coding

Portfolio management
Deliberate diversification - To reduce the risks that come with each individual company it is generally considered a

good idea to hold a widely diversified portfolio. The model portfolio is diversified in terms of the number of

companies (with a target of 30 equally weighted holdings), the industrial spread of those companies  (no more than 2

or 3 from the same Sector) and their geographic spread (no more than 50% of portfolio revenue to be generated in

the UK).

Continuous portfolio improvement - A portfolio is a dynamic entity much like a garden.  If left unmanaged (as with a

pure buy-and-hold portfolio) there is a risk that over time it will drift away from its original goal.  For example, a high

yield portfolio may become an average yield portfolio if the share prices of all the holdings increase faster than the

dividends.

To avoid this the portfolio is actively managed so that it always contains a majority of high quality companies with

attractively valued shares.  Each month a company is either added to or removed from the portfolio based on its

Stock Screen rank and various other factors.

Monthly buy and sell decisions

Buy decisions - The first step in each buy decision is to look through the Stock Screen for the highest ranked stock

which is not already in the portfolio and which meets all the initial criteria (e.g. Debt Ratio under 5, ROCE above 7%).

The second step is to enter the company’s financial results from the past decade into the investment analysis

spreadsheet (available on the website) so that some additional quantitative checks can be carried out (such as

calculating the Pension Ratio, Free Cash Flow to Dividend Ratio or Premium to Surplus Ratio).

If all the financial results look okay then the next step is to review the operational history of the company over the

past decade. This involves reading the opening sections of each annual report, as well as more recent interim and

quarterly results, in order to build up a picture of what the company does and what problems it has faced or is facing.

This analysis is used to answer the YES/NO questions in the investment worksheet (available on the website), which

are then used in combination with the financial results to make a final buy or no-buy decision.

Sell decisions - Sell decisions are based primarily on a company’s stock screen rank, with the lowest ranked

companies most likely to be sold.  However, there is a degree of subjectivity involved and it isn’t a purely mechanical

process.  For example, companies which are surrounded by a reasonable amount of good news are more likely to be

sold than those which are still unloved, or which are still in the middle of a turnaround strategy.

Stock screen colour coding
! Ranking Factors (PE10, Growth, Quality, ROCE) and Yield:

qGreen = Better than FTSE 100

q Light Red = Worse than FTSE 100

qDark Red = Above maximum or below minimum

! Debt Ratio:

qGreen = Below 4 (acceptable for all companies)

q Light Red = Between 4 and 5 (only acceptable for defensive sector companies)

qDark Red = Above 5 (too high for all companies)

! Rank:

qGreen = Above average rank; Amber = Average rank; Dark Red = Below average rank



IMPORTANT DISCLAIMER: The author is not registered as an investment adviser or as an independent financial
adviser and does not provide individual investment advice. As no advice is provided, neither the author nor this document
are regulated by the Financial Services Authority. This document contains the opinions of the author and should never
be construed as investment advice; it is for information only. The information contained in this document is not an offer
or recommendation to buy or sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy or sell any securities.

The specific needs, investment objectives and financial situation of any particular reader have not been taken into
consideration and the investments mentioned may not be suitable for any individual.  You should not base any
investment decision solely on the basis of this document.  You should carry out your own independent research and
verification of facts and data.  If you are unsure of any investment and need advice you should seek professional financial
advice.

The information in this document and any expression of opinion by the author have been obtained from or are based on
sources believed to be reliable, but the accuracy or completeness of any such sources or the author’s interpretation of
them cannot be guaranteed although the author believes the document to be clear, fair and not misleading.

The author receives no compensation from and is not affiliated with any company mentioned in this document.

To the maximum possible extent of the law, the author does not accept any liability whatsoever for losses arising from
the use of the material or information contained herein.

Please see the full Terms and Conditions and Disclaimer at http://www.ukvalueinvestor.com/terms-and-conditions/

INVESTMENT RISK: The value of shares can fall as well as rise. Dividend payments can fall as well as rise. Any
information relating to past performance of an investment or investment service is not necessarily a guide to future
performance. There is an additional risk of making a loss when you buy shares in certain smaller companies. There is a
big difference between the buying price and the selling price of some shares and if you have to sell quickly you may get
back much less than you paid. Share prices may go down as well as up and you may not get back the original amount
invested. It may be difficult to sell or realize an investment. You should not buy shares with money you cannot afford to
lose.

DISCLOSURE RULES:  When content is published about a company and the author has a position or beneficial interest
in it, that fact will be disclosed.

In addition to the above disclosure requirement, the author follows additional trading restrictions and guidelines. These
restrictions require that the author:

· Hold any stocks owned for at least 10 full market business days.

· Cannot write about a stock for 2 business days before and after purchasing or selling the stock.

DISCLOSURE: The author owns shares in all of the companies in the model portfolio and intends to buy shares in any
new model portfolio investments, and sell the shares of any model portfolio holdings which are sold, according to the
trading restrictions noted above.

CONFIDENTIALITY: This document is for the personal use of paid members of UKValueInvestor.com only. The
information contained in this document may not be used for any commercial endeavour without explicit written consent
from the author.  Please retain this document for your own exclusive use and treat it as confidential.

© John Kingham.  Offices at Bramleys House, Bower Road, Mersham, Kent, TN25 6NJ

Subscribe online at www.ukvalueinvestor.com


